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It’s time to cook! 

But first… let’s define what cooking actually means. Simply put, we’re transferring 
heat from a heat source to a food, or combination of foods. Cooking can then be 
divided into two general approaches depending on how this heat is transferred: 
moist-heat cooking and dry-heat cooking. 

Moist-heat cooking methods use liquid (like water, juice, or stock) or steam to 
transfer heat directly to food. Techniques include poaching, simmering, boiling, 
braising, stewing, steaming, and “en papillote” which means to steam-cook 
foods wrapped in parchment paper.

Dry-heat cooking methods involve the flow of hot air to cook food, or the direct 
contact of food to oil to transfer heat. Technically, oil is liquid, but because it’s a 
fat and not water-based, this technique does fall into the dry-heat cooking bucket. 
Dry-heat cooking methods include frying, searing, roasting, sautéing, sweating, 
stir-frying, grilling, broiling, and baking.

Overall, moist-heat cooking uses lower temperatures (140°F–212°F) to transfer 
heat to food while dry heat cooking tends to be hotter (usually 275°F+).

Now that you know the general difference between the two methods, we’ll get 
more granular in the next few lessons. Keep in mind that the techniques and 
ideas we discuss here are just an introduction to myriad cultural approaches, 
culinary traditions and techniques, and new ideas you can try in your kitchen. 
Even if you studied for years about cooking, there still would be more to learn—
but that’s what’s so exciting about this road you’re on. Before we dive in to some 
of the basics though, let’s discuss a few ingredients, techniques, and guidelines 
that will be mentioned in those lessons.
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Oils & Smoke Point
Oils have different properties like viscosity, which is the thickness of a melted oil; 
flavor which you’ve learned about; melting point, which is the temperature that a 
fat melts at; and smoke point which is the temperature that an oil begins to 
smoke and break down, creating harmful free radicals, and acrid flavor. 

Unrefined oils have been processed with minimal to no heat. They’re usually 
labeled expeller-pressed or cold-pressed, and oils labeled raw or virgin fall into 
this category as well. Overall, they’re the most pure and often have the richest 
flavor, color, and smell, but they can be sensitive to high heat which can degrade 
flavor and any health benefits. 

Refined oils are bleached, deodorized, and heated to extreme temperatures to 
extract the most oil and to also make them heat stable for methods like frying. 
Ultimately, you can use whatever oils you prefer but do your research—many 
refined oils are created from genetically-modified ingredients and use known 
neurotoxins and by-products of gasoline production in the extraction process.  

In this course we call for the following oils:

Avocado oil: pressed from the flesh of avocados, this nutty, buttery oil has a high 
smoke point of 350°F – 400°F (some brands claim 500°F) that makes it good for 
sautéing, frying, and roasting. It’s delicious in dressings, too. It will keep for 9–12 
months in the pantry.

Unrefined coconut oil: this slightly sweet, nutty oil can be liquid or solid—76°F is 
the melting point. It’s a great substitute for butter in most recipes, especially with 
a pinch of salt. It’s great for baking as it adds terrific buttery flavor and moisture, 
but since it’s sensitive to temperature, if a recipe calls for liquid coconut oil, don’t 
add it to cold ingredients or it will firm up. Same goes for the reverse, if cold 
coconut oil is called for to make crackers or a pie crust, chill it first. Keeps for 
about 1 year in the pantry and the smoke point is about 350°F.
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Grapeseed oil: a slightly sweet oil with a high smoke point of around 400°F.  
It’s tart and floral and a nice oil for dressings, stir fry, roasting, and baking.  
It will keep for about 3–6 months in the pantry.

Olive oil: the robust flavor of olive oil is great for dressings and due to its 375°F 
smoke point, it’s good for low-temperature sautéing, baking, and dressings. 
Can keep for 2–3 years in the pantry.

Toasted sesame oil: it has a strong toasted-sesame flavor that’s delicious  
in many Asian-inspired recipes for sauces, noodles, soups, stir-fry, and salads. 
Smoke point is 350°F and toasted sesame oil keeps for 4–6 months in the 
pantry. Untoasted sesame oil is also available, and is good for sautéing and 
frying, but it has a much milder flavor than toasted. So be sure to look for 
“toasted” in the recipe to make sure you use the right one. 

If you prefer to use butter or ghee (aka clarified butter) or other oils in your 
cooking, please do so using what you already know about these options.  
Just note that butter’s smoke point is 350°F and ghee’s is 485°F. 

Bouquet Garni: 
This is a French technique used to flavor dishes of all kinds. Simply, it’s a bundle 
of aromatic herbs tied together with un-waxed cooking twine, or secured in a 
sachet of cheesecloth. It can be refined or rustic in its application—that’s 
cook’s choice—but it imparts flavor to dishes like soups, stews, and stocks.  

This bundle is added while food cooks and it’s removed at the end of cook time 
before serving, or at any time that the bundle has infused a dish with enough 
flavor. Bundling the herbs makes for easy removal from a dish but if herbs are 
large and hearty enough like woody rosemary or thyme or sizeable bay leaf or 
two, you don’t have to bundle them. Just remove after cooking but remember 
how important it is to taste as you cook. Taste your dish before and after you 
add your bundle to find the right flavor for you. 
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A classic bouquet garni can be a combination of any or all of the following: parsley, 
thyme, rosemary, leek, peppercorn, marjoram, oregano, and/or bay leaf. Parsley, 
thyme, and bay leaf are usually the primary foundation. Depending on the recipe, 
you can get creative and add cinnamon sticks, garlic cloves, cardamom pods, 
lavender buds, orange peels, a juniper berry or two… you get the idea. 

There are a few ways to make a bouquet garni. 

1. Take 4–5 sprigs of thyme, 4–5 sprigs of parsley, and one bay leaf and tie it up 
with un-waxed cooking string, cotton string, or twine. This is a good option for 
shallow moist-heat cooking methods like braising and quick methods like poaching. 
Really tie up the bundle to keep all elements from floating away into your liquid. 

2. If you don’t want any of the herbs or the stems to come apart in your dish as it 
cooks, or if you want to use small, un-bundleable additions like peppercorns, you 
can use a cheesecloth to make a little sack of goodies.

Simply lay out an 8"–10" square piece of cheesecloth flat on the counter. Tear 4–5 
sprigs of parsley into roughly 2" pieces (this helps to release oils and aroma) and 
place into the center of the cloth. If you want to practice your knife skills and chop 
the herbs, by all means do that, but tearing works just fine. Now, add one large bay 
leaf and if you like, one more small leaf to the pile. Add 4–5 sprigs of thyme to the 
mix and 8–14 whole peppercorns (less for large peppercorns, more for smaller).  
If you’re not sure how many to use, start with the lesser amount and season your 
dish with fresh-ground pepper to taste once the dish is cooked. 

At this point, add any other ingredients you wish to use to the pile, like leek, shallot, 
fennel, or garlic. Now, we’re ready to tie the bundle up. Pick up all four corners of 
the cloth, pinch the top of the bundle and hold while you twist the bundle. Take a 
long piece of un-waxed kitchen twine and pinch to hold at least 4" free and use the 
rest to wrap around the top of the bundle multiple times leaving at least 8" unwound 
on the other end. Tie off the bundle, double-knotting to secure, and use the longest 
end of the string to tie onto the pot handle if you like.
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3. Most people don’t have a kitchen stocked with cooking twine and cheesecloth, 
but you may have a large tea ball somewhere. If you do, you can use one to infuse 
your dish with fresh herbs. You can also purchase a large infuser for easy bouquet 
garni. It’s a reusable addition to the kitchen that can be used for pitchers of tea or 
mulled wine, and it can easily be popped in the dishwasher after use. May be 
worth adding one to the cooking toolbox.

4. If you don’t have a tea ball, twine, or a cheesecloth (or muslin scrap), you can 
also use 1–3 large tea bags used for loose leaf tea. With tea you’re infusing, this is 
no different—it’s a great kitchen hack.

5. For shallow moist-heat cooking like braising or dry-heat cooking like sautéing, 
you can simply place the herbs, in their entirety as sprigs, into cooking liquid—use 
tongs or a fork to fish them out of your dish once cooked before serving. Just use 
care when removing veggies from the liquid—don’t bring a bay leaf or whole 
peppercorns onto a serving plate when you remove them. 

Thickening sauces, soups, and stocks
There are many ways to thicken sauces, soups, and stocks. Here are some ideas.

Make an arrowroot slurry: pour 3 tablespoons of water or stock into a glass  
and add 1 teaspoon of arrowroot starch (aka arrowroot flour) and stir well until 
thoroughly mixed. Pour into your cooking liquid and stir. Bring to a boil then reduce, 
as arrowroot needs heat to kickstart thickening action. You should notice some 
thickening, but as the sauce cools a bit the liquid will thicken even more—start 
with less slurry and add more if needed. It’s simple: if your liquid isn’t thick enough, 
add another slurry. If it’s too thick, simply dilute with some more liquid. Note that 
arrowroot doesn’t work with dairy products. And the reason we don’t add arrowroot 
starch directly to our cooking liquid without making a slurry first is to ensure the 
arrowroot is evenly dispersed. Adding it directly can yield chunks of arrowroot in 
your liquid. 
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You can also repeat all of the same steps using cornstarch if you like (look for 
non-GMO cornstarch if you prefer).

Starchy puree: Blend one cup of roasted, boiled, or steamed potato, or torn 
bread, or cooked rice with just enough water or stock to make a purée. Pour this 
purée into your cooking liquid to add body. The starch in these foods help thicken 
whatever you’re cooking. 

Potato flour: Add one tablespoon at a time of potato flour to your dish and allow 
it to thicken a few minutes before deciding if you’d like to add more.  

Blend and bulk method: this works great for soups, stocks, stews, and chili. Once 
your dish has finished cooking, scoop 1–3 cups of the liquid with the vegetables 
into the blender. Pulse until smooth and add back to your pot to thicken and bulk. 
Keep color in mind here—if you’re making a beautiful, bright golden soup with 
grains, carrots, celery, onions, and chopped kale, try to avoid adding the kale to 
the blender if you don’t want to add brown or green puree to your soup.    

Maillard Reaction
A French chemist is where this term comes from, and generally speaking, it refers 
to a chemical reaction that takes place between sugars and amino acids in foods 
as they cook. This reaction yields that brown color and caramelized flavor that 
makes cooked or baked food taste great. This is one of the key ways to get deep, 
crave-worthy umami flavor into plant foods. And it’s not just for meat. It’s the 
caramel crust on a loaf of bread, the browning on a sautéed onion, crispy edges  
on a chocolate chip cookie, roasted coffee, golden-brown fries, and dark chocolate. 
It’s this creation of umami that adds to mouthfeel and satisfaction with every bite. 
We’ll use this chemical reaction to our benefit when braising, searing, frying, and 
in general, when we brown foods.
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Deglazing a pan
All of the Maillard reaction browning goodness that forms and sticks to the bottom 
of a pot or pan when we cook can be used to add deep flavor to our dish. The 
French call this good stuff “fond” and it’s the base for next-level flavor. Stainless 
steel pots and pans are great at producing this fond, but ceramic, glass, and other 
non-Teflon cookware can as well. See, non-stick cookware doesn’t allow fond to 
stick to a pan. 

Keep an eye and nose on the fond as you cook, it may look burned, but sniff it  
and make sure it isn’t—it should smell delicious. We want browned, not burned. 
Burned fond will impart acrid flavor to a dish, but dark brown will enhance the 
flavors and bring it all together. 

Once the vegetables are cooked to liking and the fond has formed, keep the heat 
under the pan and add ½–1 cup of liquid (or more depending on recipe) like stock, 
water, juice, or wine to the hot pan. Great plumes of steam will float upward, and 
the fond will soften and loosen so you can stir it. Help the loosening along if you 
need to by gently scraping or stirring with the liquid. This is deglazing a pan, folks. 
Just like a Chef. And we recommend that you try it whether the recipe calls for it 
or not—it makes dishes extra delicious.

Now, if you’re making a stock, stew, or braise, you can leave the veggies in the pan 
while you add liquid to deglaze, then simmer away. If you want to simply make a 
rich sauce, glaze, or gravy from the fond, remove the food from the pan, then add 
your liquid, stir, scrape, and simmer, reducing the liquid to the desired consistency.  

Mise en place
If you’re not new to cooking, this is a French term that you may have heard be-
fore—it means “everything in its place.” And it’s just that, being prepared to cook  
a dish because all ingredients have been chopped, measured, and/or arranged 
nearby. A clean, organized cooking experience is a low-stress, enjoyable one—and 
one we’ll want to repeat! Having already prepped ingredients organized and ready 
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to use makes meal making quicker, more enjoyable, and clean-up easier. If your 
recipe only calls for a few ingredients, mise en place may not be necessary, but if 
you’re making a stew, or chili, or recipe with more than 3–5 ingredients, set yourself 
up for success by gathering your ingredients close to you in organized fashion 
before you start cooking. It’s kind of like kitchen meditation—it’s a confi-
dence-honing practice that says “I’ve got this.”    

The Right Utensils
We’re going to do a lot of stirring, spooning, and flipping, and with a drawer full of 
options, how do you know what utensil to use with what pot or pan? Well, let’s 
start with the pot or pan you’re using then decide. Stainless steel and glassware 
can hold up to metal utensils—these utensils can add scratches to cookware, but 
it doesn’t really compromise the integrity of the pot or pan. Use silicone or wooden 
utensils on cast iron, ceramic, enamel, and Dutch ovens. When in doubt, use 
silicone or wood as they’re gentler tools. 

Set a Timer
Always, always set a timer when you cook, especially if you’re multi-tasking while 
you cook. A timer should help you know that the quinoa is cooked, or the peas  
are steamed, not the smell of burned pots. Make this a habit—one of the steps in 
every recipe or meal you create. If we can remember to charge our phones at 
night, we can remember to set a timer. 

Using stock
Try to use a “low-sodium,” “no-sodium,” or homemade stock for any of the cooking 
techniques we discuss so you can control the amount of salt used and ultimately, 
the final flavor in a dish. Always taste the stock before using so you know how 
much “salty taste” you’re adding to a dish (remember how it can affect other 
flavors) and adjust the seasoning of sea salt to balance.  
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Lesson Actions
Choose a favorite recipe, or a practice recipe for this module with more than  
two ingredients, and practice mise en place for easy cooking. If you want to chop 
veggies a day before, you can. Just use the tricks you’ve learned for preventing 
oxidation on starchy vegetables (hello, lemon juice), and store in airtight,  
glass containers.
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